MR-guided focused ultrasound surgery: A novel non-invasive technique in the treatment of adenomyosis - 18 month’s follow-up of 12 cases
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Abstract

Background: Adenomyosis is a gynecological condition of the uterus, characterized by the presence of ectopic endometrial tissue in the myometrium. Hysterectomy, uterine artery embolization, and endometrial ablation therapy are the various surgical treatment options available for adenomyosis. A novel and globally upcoming technique is MR-guided focused ultrasound surgery “MRgFUS,” which is a promising non-invasive surgical treatment option. This study was carried out to determine the effectiveness of MRgFUS in the symptomatic management of adenomyosis. Subjects and Methods: This study was carried out as a long-term follow-up study among 12 cases of adenomyosis, which were treated by MR-guided focused ultrasound. In all these participant’s, three parameters – symptom severity score (SSS), menstrual pain score accessed using visual analogue score (VAS), and number of approximate pads used during menstruation were recorded prior to the treatment and on follow-up at 3, 9, and 18 months, respectively. The Friedman’s test was used to test the difference in the values of scores before and after treatment. Results: There was a significant improvement in the SSS, VAS, and the numbers of sanitary napkins used after surgery and sustained during the long-term follow-up. These values were statistically significant (P < 0.05). Conclusion: MRgFUS can be used in successful treatment of adenomyosis/focal adenomyoma by careful selection of the participant, good planning, and proper monitoring of the technique during ablation.
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Introduction

Adenomyosis is a condition characterized by the presence of ectopic endometrial tissue in the myometrium. It can be either diffuse or focal in its involvement. It has been defined as the benign invasion of the endometrium into the myometrium producing a diffusely enlarged uterus, which microscopically exhibits ectopic, non neoplastic...
endometrial glands and the stroma surrounded by the hypertrophic and hyperplastic myometrium. The exact etiology of this entity remains unknown, but it has been associated with any condition that damages the junction between endometrium and myometrium leading to the presence of ectopic endometrium tissue in the myometrium.

There has been a wide variation in the prevalence of adenomyosis all over the world. The average prevalence of adenomyosis varies from 20% to 30%, while in several studies, the prevalence has been as low as 5% and in some, as high as 70%. The symptoms of adenomyosis are pelvic or abdominal pain, pain in thighs and legs, heavy and/or prolonged bleeding, severe dysmenorrhea, infertility, and repeated abortion among others. These symptoms overlap with other common gynecological disorders such as uterine myomas and pelvic endometriosis.

The first line of treatment for adenomyosis is medical management with anti-inflammatory and hormonal medicines. Hysterectomy, uterine artery embolization, and endometrial ablation therapy are the various surgical treatment options available for adenomyosis. The other interventions include uterine artery ligation, myometrial electrocaulation, and hysteroscopic procedures. These procedures are invasive options and have high rates of complications such as post operative bleeding, hormonal imbalances, and increased risk of infertility. Therefore, there has been a growing need to develop a gold standard therapeutic option, which is both effective and non-invasive.

A novel and globally accepted technique for management of adenomyosis has been developed in recent times. The technique is magnetic resonance-guided focused ultrasound (MRgFUS). This technique has shown promising results in symptomatic management of adenomyosis and has been found to have minimal complications and adverse effects. MRgFUS is a non-ionizing, completely non-invasive procedure, which can be performed on a day care basis. This technique has been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration for management of fibroids. This intervention provides focused delivery of a concentrated quantity of ultrasound energy to deep tissue areas without thermal effects to the surrounding tissues. The advantages of this procedure are its non-invasive nature, accuracy, safety, effectiveness, and absence of scars. The other potential advantage is that this modality of treatment does not affect the fertility. Because this procedure is carried out as a daycare procedure, it requires only mild sedation.

Considering the advantages, MRgFUS can be used as a good alternative to hysterectomy in adenomyosis. There are very few studies done to evaluate the effectiveness of MRgFUS on long-term management of adenomyosis. An assessment of long-term benefits of MRgFUS helps in establishing the gold standards in the management of adenomyosis, in symptomatic participants. This study was carried out to determine the effectiveness of MRgFUS in symptomatic management of adenomyosis.

**Subjects and Methods**

**Study setting and study participants**
This study was carried out as a prospective non-randomized trial between January 2012 and October 2014 in a private clinic. All the participants who were diagnosed with adenomyosis formed the study population. The participants were selected as per inclusion and exclusion criteria as follows:

**Inclusion criteria**
1. Age of the participant between 25 and 45 years
2. Participants with symptomatic adenomyosis confirmed on MRI
3. Junctional zone >25 mm in thickness
4. Symptom severity score (SSS) of more than 25 were included in the study.

**Exclusion criteria**
1. Participants who required the second treatment session
2. Presence of bowel loops in-front of the uterus
3. Thick abdominal wall scar.

A total of 12 participants with adenomyosis participated in the study. The participants were selected by purposive sampling.

**Informed consent**
Each participant was explained in detail about the study, and informed consent was obtained prior to the data collection.

**Data collection tools**
The diagnosis and technical ability to follow the procedure protocol were confirmed by MRI. Ablation was performed using high focused ultrasound (Exblate® 2100 Insightec, Israel) under the guidance of 1.5T MRI (General Electric, USA).

**Preliminary assessment**
The SSS, the menstrual pain score (analyzed using VAS), and the number of sanitary pads used were evaluated pre-MRGFUS as baseline values. MRI pelvis with intravenous gadolinium was performed in all participants as a preliminary, essential decision-making imaging investigation. MRI was performed using 1.5T MR in the prone position and by placing a gel pad under the abdomen. This was done to simulate the gel pad used during the MRgFUS.

**MRgFUS procedure**
All the procedures were performed during the first half of the menstrual cycle of the study. After preparation of
the participants for the procedure, the participants were made to lie in the prone position on the water trough on a gel pad immersed in degassed water. The pelvic coil was placed on participant’s back and secured tightly. The MRI was performed by using axial, sagittal, and coronal T2 weighted images to determine the exact location of the adenomyosis/focal adenomyoma in the uterus. The acquired images were transferred from MRI to FUS workstation.

Diligent mapping of the lesion was done on FUS workstation. Skin line–red line [Figure 1A] was drawn as an initial step of planning, followed by drawing of no pass zones on bowel loops - pink line [Figure 1A], far-field bones such as sacrum -yellow line [Figure 1A] and pubic bone – blue line [Figure 1A], also on scars and clips if present. The region of interest-orange oval [Figure 1B] is then marked. Virtual fiducials were placed on the uterine boundary – red crosses [Figure 1C], fiducials guide to detect any minimal movement during the procedure. The appropriate protocol to treat the particular lesion was selected followed by movement detection scan.

After meticulous mapping of the targeted area, the system by default determined the number and size of sonication or focal spots– green rectangles [Figure 1C] required for ablation of the region of interest. Midazolam – 2 mg was given intravenously to the participants for conscious sedation just before the first sonication. Simultaneously, ringer lactate solution was also administered intravenously.

Pre-treatment verification sonication was performed in coronal and sagittal sections just before real sonication. Following this, the treatment was started, addressing each sonication of varying size at a particular temperature, energy, and time. The real-time temperature was monitored with the help of MR thermography and thermal maps, which were obtained during each sonication.10-12 The diseased area was heated under continuous MRI monitoring until temperature >60°C reached. This thermal map helped the interventional radiologist to modify the treatment plan as and when required. During the treatment, the participant’s heart rate, pulse, oxygen saturation, and blood pressure were constantly monitored. The treatment took 2 to 4 h depending upon the size of the adenomyosis to be treated. When required extra soninations were performed on the manually selected areas.

After the area mapped was satisfactorily treated, intravenous gadolinium was administered to the participant. Spoiled Gradient images were obtained, and non-enhancing area – non-perfused volume (NPV) was determined to measure the area treated. Before shifting the participant to recovery room, physical examination of her anterior abdominal wall to look for skin burns was done. Participant’s vitals were checked and the participant was discharged. All participants were advised to report back in case of any discomfort.

**Follow-up**

The participants were followed-up by telephonic conversation the next day, after a week, and then after their first menstrual period post procedure regarding any post-procedural pain. SSS, pain during menstruation using VAS, and number of sanitary pads used during periods (PADS) were re-assessed at the end of three, nine, and eighteen months.

**Data analysis**

Data were entered and analyzed using SPSS ver 21 software. The Friedman’s test was used to test the difference in the values of SSS, VAS, and no of sanitary napkins (PADS) used, from baseline value to third, ninth, and eighteenth month among the study participants. A $P <0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

Results were analyzed considering three basic parameters - SSS, pain during menstruation using VAS, and number of sanitary napkins (PADS) used during periods.

These values were statistically significant as shown below in the Tables 1-3. The mean, median values of SSS, VAS, and number of PADS used have gradually decreased from baseline to 18 months. The differences in the mean scores of SSS before and after through the follow-up period among the study participants shows a significant reduction in the scores. The observed difference was statistically significant ($P <0.001$) [Table 1].

The pain during menstruation was evaluated using VAS. There was a significant reduction in the VAS scores post intervention, and this reduction was further observed at the end of 12 months (2.5 ± 1.0). The observed difference was statistically significant ($P <0.001$) [Table 2].

The mean usage of sanitary napkins during the menstruation was assessed and compared with the values taken at baseline and after intervention. There has been a
significant reduction in the mean number of sanitary napkins used and the observed difference was statistically significant ($P < 0.001$) [Table 3].

MRI of one participant showed anterior wall adenomyosis in pre-MRgFUS plain and contrast sagittal images [Figure 2A and B] and immediate post ablation sagittal image depicting non-perfused area [Figure 2C]. Another participant’s MRI showed posterior wall disease in T2W sagittal prior to the treatment [Figure 3A], during sonications [Figure 3B], and non-perfused area immediately after the MRgFUS treatment in sagittal T1W post contrast image [Figure 3C].

**Discussion**

MRgFUS has been proved to be an established procedure in the treatment of fibroids and recently adenomyosis.[13-15] Lately, the number of studies have been done to determine the extent of reduction in symptoms of the participants treated using MRgFUS. The procedure consists of high intensity ultrasonic waves that are focused on the target area. The adenomyosis/adnomyoma is localized by axial, sagittal, and coronal T2 weighted MRI images. Once localized, this high intensity focused ultrasound beam is targeted to the lesion to be ablated. This beam when passes through the affected tissue produces heat and the resultant increase in the temperature leads to protein denaturation and coagulation.[16,17] The area surrounding the region of interest also gets mildly heated without producing any cell death. The temperature is monitored on FUS monitor and treatment plan modified as per the thermal map. Once the number of sonication to be given is completed, contrast-enhanced SPGR images are obtained to look for non-enhancing areas, which indicate significant ablation. This is then compared with the pre-ablation post-contrast images.

Only a few studies determining the long-term effect of MRgFUS treated adenomyosis are present. Ferrari et al. and Fan et al. have reported reduction in uterine volume on follow-up MRI over a period of 12 months.[18,19] In our study, we had evaluated the usage patterns of sanitary napkins before and after the intervention and found a significant reduction in the number of pads used during menstruation, after the intervention. Few studies have demonstrated this finding, which is a proxy measure of the volume of menstrual flow, which otherwise could be a subjective measure.

All our participants were followed at the end of 3, 9, and 18 months. We found a significant decrease in the bleeding, symptom severity score SSS, VAS, and decrease in the number of sanitary pads used by our participants during their menstrual cycle. This led to a significant change in their lifestyle, and two of 12 participants were able to conceive after the procedure. These two participants successfully completed their pregnancies and delivered healthy babies.

MRgFUS can be described as a non-invasive, incision-free surgery. MRI by its virtue of high soft tissue resolution is able to characterize, localize, and target the adenomyotic foci and useful in the monitoring and follow-up of the ablation. It does not affect the nearby tissue, thus preserving the

---

**Table 1: Difference in the mean scores of SSS among the study participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSS</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base line</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Difference in the mean VAS scores among the study participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAS</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base line</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 months</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3: Mean usage of sanitary napkins among the study participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PADS</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base line</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 (A-C): (A and B) Pre-MRgFUS plain and contrast sagittal images. (C) Immediate post-ablation image showing non-perfused area

Figure 3 (A-C): (A) T2W sagittal MRI prior to treatment; (B) Image during sonication; (C) Non-perfused area immediately after treatment
shape and the strength of the uterus for future pregnancy.

The complications associated with this procedure are rare and includes skin burn, back ache, abdominal pain, bladder perforation, bowel perforation, and urinary tract infection. In the study performed by Zhang et al., there was more frequent abdominal pain in cases with diffuse adenomyosis as compared to focal adenomyosis (64% and 71%). Few rare complications such as severe leg pain and foot drop can also occur during and after the treatment as documented by Lee et al. In our study, we did not encounter any major or minor complications. During the sonications, three participants had complained of cramps, which was tackled by just reassuring the participants on table.

**Conclusion**

MRgFUS can be used in the successful treatment of adenomyosis/focal adenomyoma by careful selection of the participant, good planning, and proper monitoring of the technique during ablation. This method although expensive has limited availability as of now, the advantages of being a scarless, non-invasive out participant procedure that does not require hospitalization and has a fast recovery period. However, studies with larger sample size and long-term follow-up are required to establish the role of MRgFUS affirmly in treating symptomatic adenomyosis.

**Limitation**

This study has certain limitations. Owing to logistic and other constraints, we could only document the follow-up data through telephonic conversations. Moreover, we have not confirmed the histopathological evidence of adenomyosis in any of our participants. An explorative analysis comparing the MRI of pre- and post-treatment could significantly enhance the statistical inference. However, they could not be done owing to certain constraints.
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